
Shallwe, blockchain version of Pinduoduo, is
about to trigger a collective carnival

JAKARTA, INDONESIA, February 4, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Shallwe,

blockchain version of Pinduoduo,

gained the capital position of top

institutions is about to trigger a

collective carnival

Shallwe is a new digital economy

shopping platform based on

blockchain technology, combined with

global supply chain and top logistics

system, with group buying as the underlying logic, which socializes and entertains online

shopping.

Shallwe ecology has the characteristics of independent expansion and rapid fission. Each user of

the platform can develop outwards to build a huge and endless social network. Based on the

deep participation of users, it can complete the transformation and upgrading of e-commerce

platform, reduce the promotion cost of businesses, break the data monopoly, reallocate the

value of users and make them gain profits.

As a brand-new existence, Shallwe has a strong operation team, reliable technical strength and

rich business ecology. It has truly achieved the zero threshold, zero difficulty and zero risk

participation mode. Without funds, there is no need to worry about it. Participation is profit, so

that users can easily create a wealth channel of their own passive income.

Count several waves of opportunities that can make most people make money in the blockchain

field in recent years, such as several mainstream public chains such as BTC and ETH, platform

currency of head exchanges, ICO boom in 2017, etc. Without exception, it is those very early

participants who have the opportunity to get amazing returns. If they enter late, they can only

stand on the peak and watch.

Today's Shallwe is very much like Pinduoduo a few years ago. It is also very popular in the

investment circle, but the secondary market and users are relatively unfamiliar. The difference is

that Shallwe is based on the bottom layer of blockchain technology and has a large-scale landing

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.pinduoduo.com


scene in Southeast Asia.

Shallwe has been operating with the win-win policy of users, businesses and platforms.

For users, the flexible pining mechanism and the new group buying method work together: with

the sales of goods far below the market price as the core, the group can be formed by the

invitation of customers or the random allocation of the system. After the group is formed, ⼀

random members will get the shopping qualification, and the shopping paid by other customers

will be returned immediately. At the same time, they will get the participation reward of 1% of

the shopping amount. At the same time of realizing the low price shopping, we should really let

the participating households make multi-dimensional profits. Participation is "mining", and the

whole process of participation is stable without loss.

Based on the above, it is not difficult to see that Shallwe's business design is an economic model

in line with human nature, with strong communication and strong sales. It can quickly reach a

large-scale consensus, and has the following four advantages:

1) Users are members

Each user of Shallwe has a unique digital identity (uid) and enjoys exclusive membership

treatment, such as global warehousing, high-quality logistics, from a successful group to a good

thing to no more than 72 hours; localized pre-sale, in sale and after-sale guarantee; healthy

membership mechanism; with the continuous rise of membership level, the rights and interests

that can be obtained by households are also rising.

2) Super low price

Based in Southeast Asia, Shallwe serves global users, and shares high-quality sources with top e-

commerce platforms such as Asunci, Aigi, eBay and Jingdong. Shallwe not only has rich

commodities and brands, but also has the lowest price of the whole network.

3) Mining by behavior

Every user of Shallwe can obtain income through "participation", including but not limited to:

purchase, group, sharing, promotion, innovation, (innovation) transaction, comment, game and

other behaviors. Your circle can be very valuable. Based on your uid, all "behaviors" will be

linked, so that the information can't be tampered with. Behavior is mining, zero investment cost,

zero pressure goods, become the first group of people to enjoy the digital economic dividend.

4) Digital asset payment

Shallwe not only accepts payment in local legal currency, but also allows customers to pay in

encrypted currency such as USDT which reduces the trade transfer barriers between businesses

and customers, and reduces the transaction restrictions of customers, platforms and

businesses.

Just as Pinduoduo overturns the monopoly of Tmall and Jingdong e-commerce, we believe that



the four advantages of Shallwe will also change the existing operation track of "on chain, social

networking, e-commerce and group buying", which is also the key reason why the platform's

secondary market has been heavily held by the top capital since it was launched.

At the present stage, Shallwe's participation includes the following three ways:

First of all, by participating in the competition and inviting friends to accumulate points, we can

get more income / rights;

Secondly, become a partner of Shallwe, get platform income and invite dividends from friends,

and turn your social network into your own gold mine;

Third, join the Shallwe supply chain ecology, become a real commodity supplier, enjoy the future

mall dividends and partnership rewards, and obtain the top traffic distribution benefits brought

by social networks.

After the platform operation and ecological value transfer enter a stable and mature period,

Shallwe will gradually expand from physical operation of e-commerce to virtual products such as

tourism, hotels and offline service coupons, so that more businesses can increase their business

and provide more customers with regular needs. At that time, Shallwe will transform from a

commodity provider to a decentralized third-party service platform.

Born in a bull market, Shallwe is also a hot sector of blockchain + e-commerce / social

networking / group buying, with excellent teams and top venture capital institutions. We are full

of expectations.

The trend has come, don't miss it, don't regret it.
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